GRAY POLARIZED UV400

- 15% Visible Light Transmission
- Natural Color Definition
- Eliminates Glare
- Scratch Resistant
- Eliminates
  - 100% UVA&B
  - 80% Blue Light
  - 80% (HEV)
  - 100% Lightwaves up to 400 nm
- **Size (S) Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31253 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.
- **Size (MS) Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31885 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 130mm (5 1/8 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.
- **Size (M) Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31248 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.
- **Size (ML) Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31640 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 138mm in width by 36mm in height 5 7/16 inches in width by 1 3/8 inches in height.
- **Size (L) Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31250 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
- **Size (XL) Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31254 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 142mm (5 5/8 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
• **Size (S) Gray Lens Aqua Frame – Item #31266 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Gray Lens Aqua Frame – Item #31267 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.
• **Size (S) Gray Lens Cherry Frame – Item #31270 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Gray Lens Cherry Frame – Item #31267 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.
• **Size (S) Gray Lens Amethyst Frame – Item #31263 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Gray Lens Amethyst Frame – Item #31264 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.
• **Size (S) Gray Lens Tortoise Frame – Item #31278 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Gray Lens Tortoise Frame – Item #31279 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.
• **Size (S) Gray Lens Onyx Frame – Item #31284 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Gray Lens Onyx Frame – Item #31285 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (L) Gray Lens Onyx Frame – Item #31286 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
GOLD MIRROR

POLARIZED UV400 GRAY LENSES

- 13% Visible Light Transmission
- Natural Color Definition
- Maximum Glare Reduction
- Scratch Resistant
- Eliminates
  - 100% UVA&B
  - 80% Blue Light
  - 80% (HEV)
  - 100% Lightwaves up to 400 nm

POLARE®
LENS TECHNOLOGY®
• **Size (S) Gold Mirror Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31257 - $36.95**
Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Gold Mirror Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31259 - $36.95**
Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (L) Gold Mirror Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31261 - $36.95**
Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
SILVER MIRROR

POLARIZED UV400 GRAY LENSES

- 13% Visible Light Transmission
- Natural Color Definition
- Maximum Glare Reduction
- Scratch Resistant
- Eliminates:
  - 100% UVA&B
  - 80% Blue Light
  - 80% (HEV)
  - 100% Lightwaves up to 400 nm
• **Size (S) Silver Mirror Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31258 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Silver Mirror Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31260 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (L) Silver Mirror Gray Lens Black Frame – Item #31262 - $36.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
AMBER
POLARIZED UV400

Visible Light Transmission

Enhances Contrast

Eliminates Glare

Scratch Resistant

Eliminates
- 100% UVA&B
- 90% Blue Light
- 90% (HEV)
- 100% Lightwaves up to 400 nm
• **Size (S) Amber Lens Black Frame – Item #31252 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (MS) Amber Lens Black Frame – Item #31884 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 130mm (5 1/8 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Amber Lens Black Frame – Item #31249 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (ML) Amber Lens Black Frame – Item #31985 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 138 mm in width by 36 mm in height 5 7/16 inches in width by 1 3/8 inches in height

• **Size (L) Amber Lens Black Frame – Item #31251 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.

• **Size (XL) Amber Lens Black Frame – Item #31255 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 142mm (5 5/8 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
• **Size (S) Amber Lens Tortoise Frame – Item #31280 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Amber Lens Tortoise Frame – Item #31281 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.
COPPER POLARIZED UV400

- 21% Visible Light Transmission
- Warm Tone Sharpens Contrast
- Eliminates Glare
- Scratch Resistant
- Eliminates:
  - 100% UVA&B
  - 90% Blue Light
  - 90% (HEV)
  - 100% Lightwaves up to 400 nm

POLARE LENS TECHNOLOGY
• **Size (S) Copper Lens Black Frame – Item #31887 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (MS) Copper Lens Black Frame – Item #31886 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 130mm (5 1/8 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Copper Lens Black Frame – Item #31508 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (ML) Copper Lens Black Frame – Item #31641 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 138 mm in width by 36 mm in height 5 7/16 inches in width by 1 3/8 inches in height

• **Size (L) Copper Lens Black Frame – Item #31507 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.

• **Size (XL) Copper Lens Black Frame – Item #31504 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 142mm (5 5/8 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
• **Size (S) Copper Lens Tortoise Frame – Item #31280 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Copper Lens Tortoise Frame – Item #31281 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.
YELLOW POLARIZED UV400

- 27% Visible Light Transmission
- High Contrast in Low, Flat Light
- Eliminates Glare
- Scratch Resistant
- Eliminates
  - 100% UVA&B
  - 75% Blue Light
  - 75% (HEV)
  - 100% Lightwaves up to 460 nm

POLARE®
LENS TECHNOLOGY
• **Size (S) Yellow Lens Black Frame – Item #31588 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (MS) Yellow Lens Black Frame – Item #31753 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 130mm (5 1/8 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Yellow Lens Black Frame – Item #31589 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (L) Yellow Lens Black Frame – Item #31256 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
• **Size (L) Yellow Lens Tortoise Frame – Item #31507 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
LEMON
UV470 FILTER

86% Visible Light Transmission

Increases Contrast & Reduces Glare in Low Light

Scratch Resistant

Eliminates
- 100% UVA&B
- 40% Blue Light
- 70% (HEV)
- 100% Lightwaves up to 470 nm

POLAR®
LENS TECHNOLOGY
• **Size (S) Lemon Lens Black Frame – Item #31690 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 128mm (5 1/16 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (M) Lemon Lens Black Frame – Item #31691 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (L) Lemon Lens Black Frame – Item #31692 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.

• **Size (XL) Lemon Lens Black Frame – Item #31693 - $34.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 142mm (5 5/8 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
This specially formulated lens system eliminates harmful HEV Blue Light, dramatically reducing the ailments associated with Computer Vision Syndrome (CVS). Scientifically engineered to remove only the harmful blue light, these Cocoons provide a tranquil, irritant free environment for your eyes. The scratch resistant, optically correct lens system features an anti-reflective coating to deliver sharp, crystal clear optics and further reduce eye-strain.
• **Size (M) Computer Blue Light Filter Lens Sand Frame – Item #31271 - $39.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 135mm (5 3/8 inches) in width by 42mm (1 11/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (MX) Computer Blue Light Filter Lens Sand Frame – Item #31275 - $39.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 142mm (5 5/8 inches) in width by 40mm (1 5/8 inches) in height.

• **Size (ML) Computer Blue Light Filter Lens Sand Frame – Item #31272 - $39.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 138 mm in width by 36 mm in height 5 7/16 inches in width by 1 3/8 inches in height.

• **Size (MS) Computer Blue Light Filter Lens Sand Frame – Item #31271 - $39.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 130mm (5 1/8 inches) in width by 36mm (1 7/16 inches) in height.

• **Size (L) Computer Blue Light Filter Lens Sand Frame – Item #31273 - $39.95** Fits over prescription frames measuring less than 139mm (5 1/2 inches) in width by 50mm (2 inches) in height.
The ultra-lightweight, optical grade LightGuard HEV blue light filter effectively eliminates 70% or more of potentially damaging HEV blue light while providing an ample overall light transmission of 50%. The result is near true color definition and heightened contrast in low light and indoor conditions. By reducing the amount of scattered blue light that reaches the eyes, the LightGuard filter sharpens visual acuity, alleviates symptoms of digital eyestrain, and improves sleep quality.

- **Item #31277 - $28.95**
• All prices are subject to change